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And over the months and years, as Bitcoin increased in value, it too increased in popularity. And
quite predictably, with the increase of noobie investors, so too came the influx of crooks, scammers
and conmen. Some tricksters claimed to have new cutting edge trading software that guaranteed
profitable trades. Some claimed to be tipsters with reliable info as to which coins would soon sky
rocket in value. Others created bogus altcoins to pull the old pump n dump scam; inflating the price
and then walking away with new investors money. But although there are a lot of scammers online,
there are also some legitimately well-informed people who really do know what theyre talking about.
In fact, reliable crypto tipsters are so rare that theyre sometimes referred to as unicorns (as its easy
to think they dont exist at all)! But as I said, Ive been in the business of crypto to 7 years and TRUST
ME, legitimate, reliable tipsters DO exist. And, as there is no one type of person who can be a
genuine crypto tipster, theyre especially difficult to single out. A legitimate tipster could be a fulltime trader, a software developer, a social media personality, a tech journalist, a programmer just
about anyone with some proximity to the cryptocurrency industry could be a pro tipster. Its just hard
to know who to trust. Over the years Ive encountered hundreds of so-called crypto tipsters. Many
failed to impress but some REALLY blew me away. And Ive maintained regular contact with said
tipsters ever since. In early 2015 I began work on a system that would ensure the legitimacy of any
tip I received before I took action. I didn’t want to invest thousands of dollars of my money into a
new altcoin, or sell any of my existing crypto assets, unless that tip was 99.99% accurate. And the
system I developed gave me that[…]
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Killer Crypto Tipster Service Set To Take The CB Market By Storm. Just Launched – Get In Whilst

It’s Still Hot! 60% Commissions Across The Board With 2 Killer Upsells In The Flow!
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